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A WARM WELCOME 

The modern and only four-star DEHOGA-classified superior 
hotel in the region is located at the gateway to Munich, just 
a five minute walk from Lake Starnberg. 122 stylishly 
decorated superior rooms and suites ensure the highest 
living comfort with various services already included, such 
as the minibar and Nespresso® machine in the room. 

To be emphasized is the extraordinary culinary offering at 
the Gourmetrestaurant Aubergine with its creative cuisine 
that has been awarded one Michelin Star. Every Tuesday 
to Saturday, the Gourmetrestaurant Aubergine combines 
extraordinary food creations with excellent service to offer 
an unforgettable experience.  

At the Restaurant Oliv’s, classic dishes featuring selected 
ingredients are served in a stylish ambiance 365 days a 
year. Additionally, seasonal highlights are served, such as 
the popular Hotel Vier Jahreszeiten Brunch. 

The Hemingway Bar with an English ambiance is a popular 
meeting point and convinces with 65 different rum 
specialties from 37 countries. Every Thursday to Saturday, 
atmospheric piano live music entertains the guests from 
9:00 p.m. onwards. 

ADDRESS AND LOCATION 

Hotel Vier Jahreszeiten Starnberg 
Münchner Straße 17 
82319 Starnberg 

Phone: +49 8151 4470 171
Fax: +49 8151 4470 161

www.vier-jahreszeiten-starnberg.com 
www.aubergine-starnberg.de 

 Please note that you have to enter 
Münchener Straße 17 into some GPS devices 

 GPS-Coordinates: +48° 0' 4.45", +11° 21' 2.45" 

TIPP: DB-EVENT TICKET 

Benefit from the special conditions of Deutsche Bahn – 
comfortable & eco-friendly, return trip starting at  EUR 
99. Book your train ticket online.

http://www.aubergine-starnberg.de/
https://vat.db-app.de/certify?event=981&language=en
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ARRIVING BY CAR 
 
From the A9 via Munich:  
Exit the A9 and drive in the direction of Garmisch-
Partenkirchen. First via the B2R, then via the A95. Take a 
right at the feeder A952 to Starnberg. At the end of the 
highway, continue to go straight on. After approx. 500 m 
you will see the hotel on the right-hand side. 
 
From A96 – from direction Lindau  
Exit the highway at Gilching/Starnberg. Follow the signs to 
Starnberg (12 km). At the end of the Hanfelder Straße in the 
city centre, at a big intersection with traffic lights, take a left 
into Münchner Straße. After 600 m, take another left into 
Gautinger Straße and after 50 m take a right into the first 
driveway. Via this driveway, which belongs to the company 
Pharmatechnik, you will reach the parking garage of the 
hotel. 
 
From A8 – from direction Salzburg  
At the highway junction Munich south (München Süd) 
ALWAYS follow the A995 to Garmisch-Partenkirchen. First 
via the “Mittlerer Ring” (B2R), then via the A95. Take a right 
at the feeder A952 to Starnberg. At the end of the highway, 
continue to go straight on. After approx. 500 m you will 
see the hotel on the right-hand side 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ARRIVING BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
 
Arriving via train: 
The train line S6 in the direction to Tutzing runs from Munich 
city centre or central station to Starnberg. At the stop 
Starnberg North (Starnberg Nord), exit the train and follow 
the directions to the hotel given below. 
 
Coming from Munich Airport via train: 
Take the train S1 or S8 direction Munich central station. At 
the stop Laim, change to the S6 train to Tutzing. Exit the train 
at Starnberg North (Starnberg Nord) and follow the directions 
to the hotel given below. 
 
Walking to the hotel from the train station Starnberg 
Nord 
It takes you approximately 5 minutes to reach the hotel. Exit 
the train station via the exit to the bus stop. Walk straight 
ahead the Leutstettener Straße to the next traffic light 
intersection. Take a right into Gautinger Straße and follow it 
for 150 m. After you pass the REWE supermarket, you will 
reach the hotel by walking in the driveway on the left side. 
 
 
 
 
 
 




